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One of the greatest rewards in fishing is watching the expression that comes across a
child’s face when they feel a tug on the end of the line and reel in their first fish.
The happier the first angling experience, the more pleasure we get out of the sport as we progress. So, we owe it to
future anglers to get them started on the right foot. Besides,
it gives us a chance to relive our childhoods.
For parents and grandparents, big brothers and big sisters, or anyone who enjoys fishing and wants to share their
knowledge and experience with someone new, take a child
3 years of age or older along with you. Go for rock bass, sunfish, and perch. I hope the following guidelines will help you
get started on a rewarding experience.
EQUIPMENT
You don’t have to purchase state-of-the-art equipment for kids. A
hand-me-down rod and reel will do for starters. Better yet, for about
$20, sets are available with rods just the right size for little hands and
with reels that are simple to operate. For a spur-of-the-moment trip,
a strong stick with enough fishing line tied to the end of it to reach
well into the water will do just fine. Hooks should be no larger than a
number 6. Tie them directly to the line. A bit of weight -¼ to ½ ounce
split-shot - is all that’s needed to take the line out and the hook and
bait to bottom. A bobber keeps hooks off snags and allows a child to
watch, as well as feel, any action, but is not a necessity. A life-jacket for
the child’s safety, however, is a must.

WHERE TO GO
Without a boat, a shallow, sunny, rocky shoreline is the
best bet. Also good are along the edges of docks. Often
you can actually see rock bass or sunfish suspended near
shore just under the surface. The bait tossed gently into the
school will get them moving, and the fun can begin. Once
in a while, the fish might find the sunny area too hot and
shift to the shade, so be prepared to move with them. If you
have a boat, find a beaver house, a rock pile, or a weed bed
in a sunny place and tie off or anchor nearby. Drop the child’s line into
the water and have fun.
With kids, though, put quantity of fish before quality. Children have
a short attention span and like to be kept busy. That’s why plentiful
pan fish are ideal. Besides watching their bobbers or line, also point
out any wildlife you see. Watching ducks, geese, loons, and beavers,
even feeding seagulls scraps of bread, can nicely fill in a day of fishing
fun. Be patient with kids’ questions about fish, birds, or your best fishing trip, and be prepared to answer them honestly. Teach them about
conservation and catch-and-release, but let them take a fish home,
especially if it’s their first trip.
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BAIT
Worms are best. You can buy some, but they’re easily dug up from
the garden or picked off the lawn at night. Minnows are okay, but
more bother to keep alive. I’ve even heard of pieces of bacon or other
meat being used in a pinch. Avoid lures, at first, because casting and
reeling requires practice. Kids lack the co-ordination needed to get
the action down right away. With lures, you’ll either spend your time
fishing the rod out of the water or untangling line.
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 FOCA

CEWF
 CAPTR/WRAFT
 COMHRA
 Lake Partner Program


 LKO Website



LKO Newsletters
E-mail Messages & Alerts

Upcoming Events

JUNE 20
Annual General Meeting
JULY 11
Regatta
AUGUST 15 Environmental Day

Watch for more details in the June summer newsletter.
The Trillium Team of Royal LePage Lakes of Haliburton (see ad ➤) makes a
donation to the LKO as part of their relationship with their clients to donate
to our organization when they sell a cottage on our lake.
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Graham Parkinson

SUPPORT OUR SPONSORS

We encourage you to patronize all our sponsors
located in this newsletter

The snow has finally disappeared and the days are becoming longer and warmer.
I certainly have begun to think about the upcoming spring, summer and fall
activities at the lake and hope you have too!
As we look forward to the 2009 cottage season, I would like to take
this opportunity to provide an update on a number of exciting developments that have taken place since the mailing of our last newsletter in the fall of 2008. Your LKO board has kept busy and engaged over
the winter months.
As many of you are aware, the LKO’s primary objective is to promote and support a sustainable lake community. In the past, the Lake
Stewards have been vital in helping the organization work towards
this mandate. It is with this in mind that moving forward the scope of
the Lake Steward role has been enhanced in order that we may more
actively address our environment. I’d like to sincerely thank Steve and
Susan Revitt for their devoted services in conducting the enhanced
water quality testing program for the past three years. The importance of this service to our members is clearly illustrated by the fact
that the water quality report has consistently been the most popular webpage at the LKO website. I am now pleased to announce that
Rob Davis has agreed to take on the responsibility of the expanded
Lake Steward role. Many of you will know Rob from his enthusiastic
participation in the LKO AGMs and Regattas. Rob brings extensive
experience in dealing with environmental issues in cottage country.
He has been active with FOCA, the Haliburton Highlands Stewardship
Council’s development of the Lake Planning Handbook, Docktalk, and
this year’s Lakeland Alliance Shoreline Advisor Program. Please look to
page 6 of this newsletter for Rob’s first report. I’d also like to thank Len
Logozar for taking over responsibility for our continuing enhanced
water testing program this summer.
The LKO is pleased to announce that the Lakeland Alliance has selected Lake Kashagawigamog to participate in its Shoreline Advisory
Program. This beneficial program offers residents a free shoreline environmental assessment including practical recommendations. Rob
Davis will be our Program Advisor while Glenda Bryson will assist as
our Program Ambassador. Further details on the program are outlined later in this newsletter.
Throughout the winter months a number of requests requiring
prompt action were highlighted on our LKO website. They included
the following:
Consider your support of the CEWF petition to request Federal MPs
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and Provincial MPPs appoint an Independent Water Management
Agency for the Trent Severn Waterway and significantly increase
funding to address its deteriorating infrastructure;
Consider your support of the CAPTR/WRAFT petition outlining
your concern with the MPAC methodologies and timing for the determination of property assessments and the government’s subsequent
implementation process; and
Consider your support of the petition/letter of Sierra Club Canada
and the CEWF to our government representatives regarding your
disagreement to utilize the Budget Implementation Act, Bill C-10 to
make significant and inappropriate changes to the Navigable Waters
Protection Act.
The LKO website is an excellent tool to allow us to keep connected
and updated throughout the year. I encourage everyone to visit the
website periodically to monitor the “Alerts” page for time sensitive issues and key updates on issues affecting our lake community.
Over the past few years a number of lakes have developed a Lake
Plan. Such plans serve to document a broad number of issues/items
that are important to one’s cottage community. Furthermore, a Lake
Plan acts as a valid basis for influencing local government officials,
impacting local developments and affecting cottage owner and local
business behaviour. The LKO Board is in favour of moving forward to
complete a Lake Plan for Lake Kashagawigamog. More information
on this important initiative will be provided at the AGM. Recognizing that participation beyond our current membership is important,
we are distributing this Newsletter to all identified cottage residents
to increase interest in and support of our organization whose major
objective is to promote and support a sustainable lake community.
Can you help?
Although we carry forward a significant surplus of funds from our
2008 activities, your Board felt that with the wider distribution of our
Newsletter, and our plans to embark on the development of a Lake
Plan, it was appropriate to increase our fees to $30 for 2009. In addition, we have added “Environmental Initiatives” to our designated
donations. Please rest assured that such funds will be utilized in an
effective manner and that full disclosure of our disbursements will be
discussed and approved at our annual meetings.
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It’s All About The Water

Rob Davis, Lake Kashagawigamog Steward

To participate in environmental stewardship is to make a personal commitment to the
land and to sustain and enhance it for generations to come.
We all come to the cottage because of the lake. Each of us enjoy
many uses of the lake including waterskiing, wakeboarding, canoeing,
sailing, kayaking, wildlife watching, swimming, fishing, star gazing the
list is endless.
As custodians of the lake, and yes we are the custodians of the
lake, it is our responsibility to care for the fragile water quality and the
natural lake environment.
In our day-to-day activities we may not be making the best decisions regarding the lake. Alterations to the shoreline, tree and shrub
removal, debris removal from the water, improper septic care & maintenance, invasive species plantings, high wakes near shore, this list
too, is endless. No one wants to damage the lake.
The quality of the water in the lake is paramount in terms of enjoyment, property values and investment. We are fortunate to be on
Kash with its many wonderful attributes including deep cold waters,
warm shallow water for breeding fish, wetlands, sand bars and rocky
shoals, and diverse breeding species of birds, reptiles, amphibians and
mammals.
As your Lake Steward it’s my goal to educate as many people as
possible and share information which helps us in making the best
choices around the waters of Kashagawigamog.
There are many opportunities to improve and enhance the lake
environment over the coming months and years as we engage our

lake community in environmental activities and events.
We “Kashagers” are very fortunate this year to have been approved
and funded for an educational program of the Lakeland Alliance
called the “Shoreline Advisor Program”. This no cost program ran on
a few Ontario lakes in 2008 with great success including Haliburton’s
own Kennisis Lakes. There will be more on this topic within this issue
of the newsletter and at our AGM on June 20th.
There are many exciting things going on this year at the lake including our expanded water testing program, AGM June 20th, Regatta July 11th, Kashagawigamog Environment Day August 15th where
we will have tree and shrub planting sessions, rock bass derby, shore
line improvement & septic care workshops etc.
I look forward to working with and meeting many of you this coming summer on, in or around the lake.


FOCA 2008 AGM and Spring 2009 Seminar
The initial portion of the meeting quickly dealt
with the FOCA Annual General Meeting. Karl Fiander, President of the FOCA Board, provided an update on FOCA’s activities while Terry Rees, FOCA Executive Director, outlined FOCA’s current priorities.
The FOCA members approved the 2007-2008 audited financial statement and the appointment of auditors and the Board of Directors.
Next, Samantha Brown, FOCA Lake Planning Coordinator, announced the launch of the Lake Planning Tool, available to FOCA
member organizations, to be distributed in April. This tool will provide
significant guidance to the LKO as we move forward to complete our
Lake Plan. We learned that in the past, organizations have spent in excess of $20,000 to complete a Lake Plan. However, now, with the benefit of the Lake Planning Tool, the LKO’s Board anticipates incurring
significantly less cost. With appropriate volunteer participation, our
major cost will relate to the distribution and compilation of a community survey. Ontario’s Minister of Natural Resources, Donna Cansfield,
participated in the launch by recognizing members of the Pilot Group
who helped to create the Lake Planning Tool. We are fortunate that
Rob Davis, the LKO’s new Lake Steward, was a member of this Group.
Anna Desallas, the Lake Partner Program Coordinator with the Ontario Ministry of Environment (MOE) Dorset Research Center, presented “New Trends in Lake Health”. Anna’s presentation reminded those
FOCA members in attendance that one does not have the luxury of
taking the good health of our lakes for granted.
Terry Rees provided an update on FOCA’s actions to: one, notify the

government regarding FOCA’s concern with the approach to and implementation of property taxation
based on fair market value; two, educate cottage owners about the process through a seminar with MPAC
and CAPTR/WRAFT representatives; and three, advise
cottage owners regarding the appeal process.
Craig Stewart presented information on the Pleasure Craft Operator Card Training and Exam. For details regarding card requirements
and links to websites dealing with courses and tests go to the “Safe
Boating” tab on the LKO website.
To conclude, Bob Maynard provided an update on the 2009 insurance program for FOCA member organizations. This was followed by
a talk by Wendy Cooper, from the Georgian Bay Land Trust, who presented “Land Trust and Cottage Associations - A Natural Partnership”.
As always, links to a number of these presentations are available on
FOCA’s website. To view, go to www.foca.on.ca and click on “Events”. 

For more stunning images and great information about the LKO,
visit our website at www.lko.on.ca

Mike Carpenter
Owner
Kathleen Lang
Owner
Kinmount TIM-BR Mart

(Div. of 755091 ONT INC.)
Highway #121, P.O. Box 179
Kinmount, Ontario KOM 2A0

Phone: (705) 488-2000
Fax: (705) 488-3439
E-mail: timbrmart@kinmount.interhop.net
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FOCA Fall Seminar

Stan Peck

The Federation of Ontario Cottage Associations (FOCA) is an umbrella organization
that acts for and represents waterfront property owners’ interests at the provincial
level. They sponsor a spring and a fall seminar each year – typically attended by
cottage association executives.
At this seminar, the guest speaker was the Honourable Donna
Cansfield – the Ontario Minister of Natural Resources. Minister Cansfield owns a cottage and is very familiar with the issues. The MNR, of
course, is a key stakeholder in rural and waterfront Ontario, as a resource manager and source of information and advice, and as a primary source of regulation and enforcement.
Other topics covered included:
Hydro One – by Myles D’Arcey on electricity distribution challenges and upcoming changes to electricity rates.
Transport Canada – Boating – by Wayne Atkins on inland boating
and the related roles, responsibilities and regulations involved.
Wastewater Association – by Denis Orendt on septic systems and
emerging issues related to their inspection and maintenance.
Atrens Counsel – by Bob Maynard who updated us on the insurance program available to cottage associations through FOCA. LKO
has found Bob and his staff easy to deal with and very cooperative.
MOE’s Lake Partner Program – FOCA’s Terry Rees presented on the
Lake Partner Program (with slides from the MOE) and introduced
Lynn Woodcroft who is supporting FOCA’s environmental program
and is interested in talking to members about water quality initiatives.

Lake Plan Initiative – Samantha Brown updated us on the Lake
Planning Tool being developed through the Haliburton Highlands
Stewardship Council with support from the Ontario Trillium Foundation.
Jerry Strickland Award – went to Otty Lake (near Perth) for the Lake
Plan they developed with the help of the Rideau Valley Conservation
Authority.
The WRAFT AGM and CAPTR Town Hall followed on the current
value assessment system and property taxes in Ontario.
It made for a long day. However, there are many subject areas of interest and concern to waterfront property owners that make it tough
to keep this seminar within a one day format.
An excellent summary and details for many of the presentations are
available on FOCA’s web-site www.foca.on.ca and click on ‘Events’. 

Lakeland Alliance Shoreline Advisor Program
The Lakeland Alliance is working with volunteers to provide hands-on expertise and
information tools to assist shoreline property owners to enhance the health of the
Rob Davis
lakes throughout the ‘greater Kawartha Lakes watershed’.
From the headwater lakes in the highlands of Haliburton and Bancroft areas down to the Kawartha’s, the Alliance is supporting its partners in shoreline and freshwater conservation by providing a one-onone site visit program to lake associations interested in strengthening
connections with their constituents, increasing association membership and participation or building awareness of common issues faced
by all lake residents.
With guidance from a qualified advisor, individual shoreline owners will learn how to take positive action on their own property that
will contribute to the well being of their lake. By developing a plan of
action to restore a natural shoreline or by learning about the importance of sound septic system practices, the Alliance will be eliminating the barriers that shoreline owners may face when doing their part
for the lake. “Participation in the visits is free, voluntary, confidential
and non-regulatory.”
The site visits are educational, informative, fun and entertaining.
Participation by the entire family is encouraged and a shoreline resource kit is left with each participant.
The Lakeland Alliance is a collaboration of the following environmental organizations and government agencies working together
with landowners and partners to protect and improve the quality of
the lakes and rivers throughout the greater Kawartha Lakes watershed:

Bancroft Area Stewardship Council, Federation of Ontario Cottagers’ Associations (FOCA), Fisheries and Oceans Canada, Haliburton
Highlands Stewardship Council, Kawartha Conservation, Ministry of
the Environment - Lake Partner Program, Otonabee Region Conservation Authority, Peterborough County Stewardship Council, Peterborough Green-Up, Victoria Land and Water Stewardship Council.


Rickie Woods, Potter
Functional pottery, made to be used and enjoyed!

705.286.1556 | www.rickiewoodspotter.com

Open May to October
Tuesday to Saturday 10-4
by chance or by appointment

Winter Hours

For more stunning images and great information about the LKO,
visit our website at www.lko.on.ca

by chance or by appointment
2023 Blairhampton Road, Minden ON K0M 2K0
4.4 kms from County Rd 21 • 4.8 km from Highway 35
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Can you help?
Although we carry forward a significant surplus of funds from our
2008 activities, your Board felt that with the wider distribution of our
Newsletter, and our plans to embark on the development of a Lake
Plan, it was appropriate to increase our fees to $30 for 2009. In addition, we have added “Environmental Initiatives” to our designated
donations. Please rest assured that such funds will be utilized in an
effective manner and that full disclosure of our disbursements will be
discussed and approved at our annual meetings.
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Fishing with Kids

Lake Kashagawigamog Organization

Susan Allen

NEWSLETTER

One of the greatest rewards in fishing is watching the expression that comes across a
child’s face when they feel a tug on the end of the line and reel in their first fish.
The happier the first angling experience, the more pleasure we get out of the sport as we progress. So, we owe it to
future anglers to get them started on the right foot. Besides,
it gives us a chance to relive our childhoods.
For parents and grandparents, big brothers and big sisters, or anyone who enjoys fishing and wants to share their
knowledge and experience with someone new, take a child
3 years of age or older along with you. Go for rock bass, sunfish, and perch. I hope the following guidelines will help you
get started on a rewarding experience.
EQUIPMENT
You don’t have to purchase state-of-the-art equipment for kids. A
hand-me-down rod and reel will do for starters. Better yet, for about
$20, sets are available with rods just the right size for little hands and
with reels that are simple to operate. For a spur-of-the-moment trip,
a strong stick with enough fishing line tied to the end of it to reach
well into the water will do just fine. Hooks should be no larger than a
number 6. Tie them directly to the line. A bit of weight -¼ to ½ ounce
split-shot - is all that’s needed to take the line out and the hook and
bait to bottom. A bobber keeps hooks off snags and allows a child to
watch, as well as feel, any action, but is not a necessity. A life-jacket for
the child’s safety, however, is a must.

WHERE TO GO
Without a boat, a shallow, sunny, rocky shoreline is the
best bet. Also good are along the edges of docks. Often
you can actually see rock bass or sunfish suspended near
shore just under the surface. The bait tossed gently into the
school will get them moving, and the fun can begin. Once
in a while, the fish might find the sunny area too hot and
shift to the shade, so be prepared to move with them. If you
have a boat, find a beaver house, a rock pile, or a weed bed
in a sunny place and tie off or anchor nearby. Drop the child’s line into
the water and have fun.
With kids, though, put quantity of fish before quality. Children have
a short attention span and like to be kept busy. That’s why plentiful
pan fish are ideal. Besides watching their bobbers or line, also point
out any wildlife you see. Watching ducks, geese, loons, and beavers,
even feeding seagulls scraps of bread, can nicely fill in a day of fishing
fun. Be patient with kids’ questions about fish, birds, or your best fishing trip, and be prepared to answer them honestly. Teach them about
conservation and catch-and-release, but let them take a fish home,
especially if it’s their first trip.
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Our Environment

Our Community

 Environment Day

LKO Lake Plan
 Water Quality Testing Program
 Lakeland Alliance Shoreline
Advisory Program


 AGM

Regatta
 Charitable Donations
 Evaluate Development Proposals


Our Network

BAIT
Worms are best. You can buy some, but they’re easily dug up from
the garden or picked off the lawn at night. Minnows are okay, but
more bother to keep alive. I’ve even heard of pieces of bacon or other
meat being used in a pinch. Avoid lures, at first, because casting and
reeling requires practice. Kids lack the co-ordination needed to get
the action down right away. With lures, you’ll either spend your time
fishing the rod out of the water or untangling line.

Our Partners

 FOCA

CEWF
 CAPTR/WRAFT
 COMHRA
 Lake Partner Program


 LKO Website



LKO Newsletters
E-mail Messages & Alerts

Upcoming Events

JUNE 20
Annual General Meeting
JULY 11
Regatta
AUGUST 15 Environmental Day

Watch for more details in the June summer newsletter.
The Trillium Team of Royal LePage Lakes of Haliburton (see ad ➤) makes a
donation to the LKO as part of their relationship with their clients to donate
to our organization when they sell a cottage on our lake.
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